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Abstract— Secure and Efficient data delivery   plays    very  
importance role in vehicular networks, but highly challenging  of 
frequent network interruption, fast topological changes and also 
the attackers in the network. The Data Storage‘s attack is a 
severe attack that can be easily launched by a pair of external 
attackers in Networks. In this attack, an attacker sniffs packets 
or data at one point in the network by injecting fake contents or 
wrong data for corresponding nodes. In this paper, the system 
proposes novel attackers detection and positioning scheme based 
on mobile Location Based Server, which can not only detect the 
existence of Network Node attacks, but also accurately localize 
the attackers for the system to eliminate them out of the network 
and enhancing the digital signature value using Secure Hash 
Algorithm – 512 due to security reason. 

Index Terms— Vehicular networks , Trajectory, Routings, 
Server Provider ,VAN Router . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular network  is  a  network of  vehicles  which  
communicate with each other via short-range wireless 
communications. Vehicles can therefore communicate with 
each other directly when they meet each other or through 
multihop transmissions. Vehicles can act as powerful sensors 
and form mobile sensor networks. Vehicular  networks  have  
many  appealing applications  such  as  driving safety , 
intelligent transport , infra-structure  monitoring  and urban 
monitoring.       3G  networks  are more popular and  access to 
3G is possible in urban vehicular network. Moving  vehicles 
can also communicate with each other via 3G.However 
communication  via  3G has limitation. The cost of 3G 
communication is very high compared to ad hoc vehicular 
communication which is for free and also the bandwidth of  
inter-vehicle  communication  can be higher than that of 3G. 
Finally, many real-time applications are time critical so 
ADHOC  networks are more suitable 

   Efficient and secure  inter-vehicle  data  delivery  is  of  
central  importance  to vehicular  networks . In this paper   
focus is on  such  vehicular  networks  that  are  sparse and do 
no assume that all vehicles  on the road are  member nodes of 
the vehicular network. In Such sparse vehicular networks 
feature the  infrequent  communication  opportunities and  
Inter-vehicle data delivery may introduce  non negligible  
delivery  latency  because  of  frequent  topology  
disconnection of  a vehicular network. Thus   should  stress 
that the inter-vehicle communication in vehicular network are 

suitable for those applications which can tolerate certain 
delivery latency.   

There is a great deal of uncertainty  associated  with  vehicle  
mobility. Vehicles move  at their own wills. It is difficult to 
gain the complete knowledge about the vehicular trace of 
future movement, i.e., the position of the vehicle at a given 
point in time. For routing in a vehicular network  a  relay  
node  must  decide  how  long  a  packet should be kept and 
which node a given packet should be forwarded to. Existing 
study  shows that it is possible to find an optimal routing path 
when the knowledge of future node  is Known.                                                               
Networks is the one of the areas in the field of wireless 
communication, where in delay is particularly high. They are 
promising technology in vehicular, disaster response, under 
water and satellite networks. Delay tolerant networks are 
characterized by large end to end communication latency and 
the lack of end to end path from a source to its destination and 
they pose several challenges to the security of WSNs. In the 
network layer there are many attacks so we consider most 
common types of attacks on these networks. With the help of 
these attacks they give serious damages to the network in 
terms of latency and data availability. Using entropy anomaly 
detection algorithm motivated by the detection of external 
attackers and to prevent them from the attacking data from the 
outside environment.  

Cryptographic hash functions are mathematical operations 
run on digital data; by comparing the computed hash to a 
known and expected value of hash, the data's integrity can be 
determined.          For example, computing the hash of a 
downloaded file and by comparing it  to  previously published 
hash result can show whether the download has been modified 
or tampered with.   

The SHA512 algorithm is very similar to SHA256, and most 
of the general optimization principles described in this system 
apply here as well. The main differences in the algorithm 
specification are that SHA512 uses blocks, digests and data-
type of computation twice the size of SHA256. In addition, 
SHA512 is specified with a larger number of rounds of 
processing. 
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II.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Fig.1. Architecture for Secure Data Delivery in Vanet's 

Data Service provider: 

In this module, the data service provider will browse the data files 
available and initialize the nodes, then select a node & send to the 
particular end user. Data Service provider will send their data file to 
VAN router and in a VAN router less cost node will select and send 
to the particular end user. After receiving successful the data provider 
will get response from the router. 

VAN Router 

In this module, the VAN router consist of n-number of nodes to 
provide a data service. The VAN router will receive the data file from 
the service provider and select a less cost node and send to the 
particular end user. If any attacker will found in a router, then the 
VAN router will select another less cost node and send it to the end 
user. Van router  can assign city cost, view city details and view 
attackers. If  city cost has to be assigned, then select city name and 
enter new cost and submit, then it will be stored in a VAN router. 

GPS 

In this module, some operation such as view vehicle trajectory and 
view attack destination are done. If  we select view vehicle trajectory, 
then  all information about vehicle with their tags such as city name, 
metadata, date & time is received. In GPS the details of the attacker 
can be viewed with their tags such as attacker name, city name, Mac 
address, time and date. 

End User  

In this module, there are n-number of end users are present (A, B, 
C and D). The end user can receive the data file from the service 
provider via VAN router. The end user will receive the file by 
without changing the File Contents. Users may receive particular data 
files within the router only.  

Attacker 

Attacker is one who is rerouting the trajectory node. The attacker 
will select the node and inject fake key to the particular node. After 
attacking successful the attacker details will store in   GPS and VAN 

router with their tags such as attacker name, city name, IP address, 
time & date. 

III.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

 
Fig 2. Methodology Used 

The proposed methodology uses the  following modules given 
below. 

• The data service provider  browses the data file and 
initialize the nodes, then select a node & send to the 
particular end user. 

• Data Service provider will send their data file to VAN 
router and in a VAN router less cost node will select and 
send to the particular end user.   

• The sent data will have a Cryptographic Hash function 
SHA512 which provides the Security against the Attackers 
in the network. 

• The VAN router consist of n-number of nodes (A, B, C, D, 
E and F) to provide a data service. 

• The VAN router will receive the data file from the service 
provider and select a less cost node and send to the 
particular end user. 

• If any attacker will found in a router, then the VAN router 
will select another less cost node and send to particular end 
user. 

•  In a VAN router we can assign city cost, view city details 
and view attackers. 

• In GPS  some operation such as view vehicle trajectory and 
view attack destination can be done. 

• If we click on view vehicle trajectory, then we will get all 
information about vehicle with their tags such as city name, 
metadata, time & date. 

• There are n-number of end users are present (A, B, C and 
D). The end user can receive the data file from the service 
provider via VAN router. 

• The end user will receive the file by without changing the 
File Contents. Users may receive particular data files 
within the router only. 

• Attacker is one who is rerouting the trajectory node. The 
attacker will select the node and inject fake key to the 
particular node. 

• The Attributes are Vehicular networks, probabilistic 
trajectory, routing, prediction, Markov chain, File 
Management, data provider, end user, Attackers.  
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IV.  RESULTS 

 
Fig 3. Data service provider Module Details 

   In this module, the data service provider browses the file that has 
to be sent to  a particular destination when an user requests for a 
particular file and then  the  service provider initialises all the nodes. 
The IP address is then selected and also the city to which the file has 
to be sent is selected and the file is sent to Van router.                    

Before Sending the data file a Cryptographic hash function SHA 
512 is added to the file to provide security against attackers in the 
network . 

 
Fig 4. Van Router Module 

The file that is sent by the service provider is received by the Van 
Router which Assigns cost to all the nodes in the networks. Then the 
Van router tries to find the Shortest path in the network to send the 
file to the Destination. 

 
Fig 5.Atacker in Van Router Module 

The Data Storage‘s attack is a severe attack that can be easily 
launched by a pair of external attackers in Networks. In this attack, an 
attacker sniffs packets or data at one point in the network by injecting 
fake contents or wrong data for corresponding nodes. The attacker in 
the network who intends to modify the data will select a particular 
node and injects fake key into that node. In GPS, the Details of the 
attacker can be viewed with their tags such as attacker name, City 
name , MAC address, Date and time . 

 we can see in the figure above where a fake data is injected in the 
node C. when the van router is sending the data from source node to 
the destination node it finds out that there is an attacker at node c. so 
it tries to recover the path that has been attacked or it tries to find 
another shortest path in which the required data can be sent to the 
destination. 

Conclusion 

    In the network layer there are many attacks so most common 
types of attacks on these networks can be considered. With the help 
of these attacks they give serious damages to the network in terms of 
latency and data availability.  

In this paper, the system proposes novel attackers detection and 
positioning scheme based on mobile Location Based Server, which 
can not only detect the existence of Network Node attacks, but also 
accurately localize the attackers for the system to eliminate them out 
of the network. A cryptographic hash function SHA 512 is used in 
the Service Provider modules which helps to prevent the attackers in 
the network in the Van Router module and helps in sending the data 
file from source to destination in a secure manner. 
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